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Abstract

The increasing adoption of Process-aware Information Systems (PAISs), together with the variability of Business Processes (BPs) across different application contexts, has resulted in large process model repositories with collections of related process model variants. To reduce both costs and occurrence of errors, the explicit management of variability throughout the BP lifecycle becomes crucial. In literature, several proposals dealing with BP variability have been proposed. However, the lack of a method for their systematic comparison makes it difficult to select the most appropriate one meeting current needs best. To close this gap, this work presents an evaluation framework that allows analyzing and comparing the variability support provided by existing proposals developed in the context of BP variability. The framework encompasses a set of language requirements as well as a set of variability support features. While language requirements allow assessing the expressiveness required to explicitly represent variability of different process perspectives, variability support features reflect the tool support required to properly cover such expressiveness. Our evaluation framework has
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been derived based on an in-depth analysis of several large real-world process scenarios, an extensive literature review, and an analysis of existing PAISs. In this vein, the framework helps to understand BP variability along the BP lifecycle. In addition, it supports PAISs engineers in deciding, which of the existing BP variability proposals meets best their needs.


1. Introduction

Each product an enterprise develops or produces and each service it provides results from the performance of a set of activities. Business Processes (BPs) are the drivers coordinating these activities [74]. In enterprise computing, *Process-aware Information Systems* (PAISs) provide a guiding framework to understand and deliberate on BPs [72]. A PAIS is defined as an information system that manages and executes operational processes based on BP models involving resources, applications, and data [18].

The increasing adoption of PAISs during recent years has resulted in large process model repositories with numerous collections of BP models [62, 17]. Since these models frequently vary depending on the application context [24, 59], the existing repositories often comprise large collections of related process model variants (process variants for short). These process variants pursue the same or similar business objective (e.g., the treatment of a patient or maintenance of vehicles in a garage), but at the same time differ in their application context, e.g., regulations found in different countries and regions, type of product or service being delivered, customer categories, or seasonal changes [58, 17, 70].

A collection of process variants sharing a number of commonalities (e.g., activities found in all process variants), but also showing differences due to their application context is denoted as a process family. In large companies such process families comprise dozens or hundreds of process variants [53]. For instance, in the context of the automotive domain, [27] reported on a process family for vehicle repair and maintenance comprising more than 900 variants with country-, garage-, and vehicle-specific differences. In addition, related to the healthcare domain, [45] reported on more than 90 process variants for handling medical examinations. Moreover, also the check-in procedures at airports are characterized by a high level of variability. In the
following example, we describe this process—including the different sources for variability—and use it as running example throughout the paper.

Example 1 (Check-in process). This example presents the process every passenger has to go through when checking-in at an airport. Even though this process is similar irrespective of the airport the passenger departs from and the airline she is flying with, many variations are possible depending on different factors. For instance, variability appears due to the type of check-in (e.g., online, at the counter, or at the self-servicing machine) which also determines the type of boarding card (e.g., electronic versus paper-based). Other sources of variability are the flight destination (e.g., extra information is required when traveling to the US) and the ticket class (e.g., economy or business class). These determine both the check-in priority and the option to change seat assignments. Moreover, depending on the type of luggage (e.g., bulk or overweight luggage) the process slightly differs. Temporal variations regarding the availability of the check-in are typical as well (e.g., possibility to check-in several days before departure versus a few hours). In addition, variations are introduced due to different ways to operationalize an activity (e.g., the implementation of activity Print boarding card in self-servicing machines is different from the one used by the web system). As a result of all these variations, hundreds of variants can be identified. Figures 1 and 2 show five simplified process variants considering selected variations. Common activities to all variants are colored in grey.

Consider the three process variants from Figure 1. Variant 1 assumes that the check-in is done online and directly by the passenger who is identified by her passport number. Check-in is available 23 hours before departure. Since the passenger holds a business class ticket, the airline offers her the possibility to change the assigned seat. Moreover, the passenger is flying from an European country to the United States requiring additional information about accommodation. Finally, an electronic boarding card is printed and the passenger drops her luggage at the business class counter. Regarding Variant 2, in turn, since the flight destination is within Europe, information regarding accommodation is not required. Variant 3 is similar to Variant 2, but additionally requires the payment of an extra fee at the excess baggage
Identify passenger
Assign seat automatically
Provide information about accommodation
Print boarding card
Change seat assignment
Electronic Boarding Card
Drop off regular luggage
Web system
23 hrs before departure

Figure 1: Example of Process Variants Belonging to the Same Process Family

counter due to luggage overweight.

Unlike Variants 1-3, Variants 4-5 (see Figure 2) consider passengers holding an economy class ticket, which means that passengers are not eligible for priority check-in and have to drop-off the luggage at the economy class counter. Moreover, the check-in is not done online, but directly at the economy class counter (Variant 4), or at the self-servicing machine (Variant 5). In addition, the resulting boarding card is in paper format. Moreover, for Variant 4 check-in can only be done 3 hours before departure, once the economy class counter has opened.
1.1. Problem Statement

Properly dealing with process families (i.e., large process model repositories comprising a large number of related process variants) constitutes a fundamental challenge to reduce process modeling and maintenance efforts in the context of PAISs. Trying to design, implement, and maintain each process variant of a process family from scratch would be too inefficient and costly for enterprises. Thus, there is a great interest in capturing common process knowledge only once and re-using it in terms of reference process models (reference process for short). Following this trend, a variety of reference processes has been suggested in recent years. Examples include ITIL for IT service management [30], SAP reference models representing BPs as supported in SAP’s enterprise resource planning system [52], or medical guidelines for patient treatment [43]. Typically, these reference processes are described in text using a narrative form or by a conventional process modeling language. Even though these examples foster the reuse of common process knowledge, they typically lack comprehensive support for explicitly describing the variations contained in a reference process [60]. In addition, as stated in [27], the lack of variability support in current commercial process modeling tools requires the manual derivation of process variants, which is a cumbersome and error-prone task. Frequently, these individual process variants are specified and maintained either separately in different models (i.e., structural approach) or together in the same process model using conditional
branches (i.e., behavioral approach) [28]. Both approaches, however, result in complicated and redundant models which are difficult to comprehend, manage, and maintain [58].

It is well known in Software Product Lines [32], or software aging [54], that software degenerate over time when code is cloned and modified or added by different developers and that large software product families have to continuously be maintained. Similar challenges exist in the context of process families with a large numbers of process variants.

In recent years, several proposals have faced this situation and proposed to deal with BP variability throughout the BP lifecycle [56, 63, 27, 8]. They deal with the modeling, execution, and monitoring of process families and variants. However, there is a lack of profound methods for systematically comparing the different proposals, which makes it difficult for PAISs engineers to select the proposal which best suits to their needs.

To make PAISs better comparable and to facilitate the selection of appropriate PAIS-enabling technologies, process patterns have been introduced [3, 64, 65, 71, 11]. Respective patterns provide means for analyzing the expressiveness of process modeling tools and languages in respect to different process perspectives. In particular, proposed patterns cover activities [68], control flow [3], data flow [64], resources [65], time [41, 42], exceptions [66], and process changes [71]. However, a framework for evaluating a PAIS regarding its ability to deal with BP variability is still missing and will be picked up by this work.

1.2. Contribution

The major contribution of this paper are threefold:

1. It presents results from an analysis of a set of real-world process families that stem from different domains (e.g., automotive industry, healthcare, airport procedures) featuring BP variability.
2. Based on this empirical evidence as well as on a detailed literature review, an evaluation framework for proposals enabling BP variability is developed. This framework comprises a set of language requirements needed to accommodate the identified variability needs. In addition, it contains a set of variability support features. While the language requirements allow assessing the expressiveness of existing BP variability proposals, variability support features ensure that process families can
be effectively modeled, verified, validated, configured, analyzed, refactored, and evolved. Moreover, they ensure that process variants can be effectively executed, monitored, and dynamically re-configured.

3. Taking this evaluation framework, an in-depth review of existing proposals from academia dealing with BP variability is conducted. This review provides an objective overview of the BP variability support provided by existing proposals as well as the open issues not covered by them yet.

This work can be considered as a reference for implementing PAISs being able to effectively support BP variability along the entire BP lifecycle. In addition, in analogy to the process patterns initiative (see above), we expect the evaluation framework to be applied to different BP variability proposals as well as related tools to evaluate their suitability for BP variability management. In this vein, the framework is expected to support enterprises in deciding which proposal suits their needs best.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes background information to contextualize the evaluation framework. Section 3 presents the research methodology applied for developing the evaluation framework. Section 4 introduces the evaluation framework, while Section 5 presents a selection of proposals dealing with BP variability and applies the developed evaluation framework to assess their ability to support BP variability. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary and outlook.

2. Background information

This section provides some basics related to BPs, putting the emphasis on the variability issues that arise when dealing with process families throughout the BP lifecycle. By means of the different BP perspectives, Section 2.1 first introduces the concepts and terms that are used to represent BP models. Afterwards, Section 2.2 extends these concepts by variability-specific issues and a revised definition of the BP lifecycle is provided.

2.1. Business Process Perspectives

According to [74], a BP is defined as “a set of activities performed in coordination in an organizational and technical environment”. Analyzing this definition, a BP defines what (activities) should be done, how (coordination), and by whom (organizational and technical environment). In this context,
business process models (i.e., process schema) arise as the main artifacts for representing BPs. BP models are built by instantiating a BP meta-model as the one shown in Figure 3. Depending on the object we focus on, in this meta-model, we can differentiate several BP perspectives [15, 51, 33, 58, 31]. These refer to the functional, behavioral, organizational, informational, temporal, and operational perspectives:

- **Functional perspective**: specifies the decomposition of BPs, i.e., it represents the activities to be performed [15]. While an atomic activity is associated with a single action, a complex activity refers to a subprocess or, more precisely, a sub-process model. This perspective is represented by concepts activity, atomic activity, and complex activity from Figure 3.

- **Behavioral perspective**: captures the dynamic behavior of a BP model and corresponds to the control flow between the activities. A control flow schema includes information about the order of the activities or the constraints for their execution. This perspective is represented by concepts control connector and control edge from Figure 3.

Figure 3: Business Process Meta-model
Example 2 (Variability of the behavioral perspective). For example, after executing activity Assign seat automatically, two alternative options exist, i.e., performing activity Change seat assignment or skipping this activity. These alternatives relate to business class passengers (Variants 1-3) and economy class passengers (Variants 4-5), respectively.

- **Organizational perspective:** deals with the assignment of resources to the activities of a BP model, i.e., it represents the actors, roles (i.e., humans or systems), within an organization being in charge of executing certain BP activities. This perspective is represented by concept resource from Figure 3.

Example 3 (Variability of the organizational perspective). While online check-in is performed by the passenger using a web system (Variants 1-3), check-in at the counter and at the self-servicing machine is performed by airline personnel (Variant 4) and the machine (Variant 5), respectively.

- **Informational perspective:** concerns data and data flow, i.e., it represents the informational entities (e.g., data, artifacts, products, and objects) consumed or produced during the execution of BP activities. It is represented by concept data object from Figure 3.

Example 4 (Variability of the informational perspective). Depending on the type of check-in, the resulting boarding card is a digital or a paper-based document.

- **Temporal perspective:** deals with time issues and temporal constraints, i.e., it represents the occurrence of events during the course of a process, which affects the scheduling of activities from this process (e.g., an activity started or ended, a message arrived, a time expired, or an error occurred). This perspective is represented by concept event from Figure 3.
Example 5 (Variability of the temporal perspective). The availability of the check-in service is delimited from 23 to 2 hours before departure, depending on the airline and destination.

- **Operational perspective**: refers to the implementation of process activities, i.e., the application services to be executed when an atomic activity is performed. It is represented by concept *operation* from Figure 3.

Example 6 (Variability of the operational perspective). The implementation of the *Print boarding card* activity differs depending on the type of check-in selected; i.e., online, at counter, or using the self-servicing machine.

### 2.2. Business Process Lifecycle

BPs do not only serve for documentation purposes, but are embedded in a lifecycle composed of different phases that are organized in a cyclical structure (see Figure 4) showing their logical dependencies [74, 13, 9]. These phases include *Analysis & Design, Configuration, Enactment, Diagnosis, and Evolution*.

![Business Process Lifecycle](image.png)

Figure 4: Business Process Lifecycle
**Analysis & Design phase.** During this phase, and based on domain requirements, relevant BPs are identified, captured in terms of BP models, and subsequently validated and verified. In the context of BP variability, it is important to define (1) what parts of the BP model may vary according to a specific context, (2) what alternatives fit in each of those parts, and (3) which conditions make these alternatives being selected. The first issue refers to the precise identification of the parts being subject to variation, which are commonly known as variation points. The second issue refers to the different alternatives that exist for all those variation points which are called process fragment substitutions. In addition, to ensure semantically correct combinations, relationships (such as inclusion or exclusion) between these substitutions are important. The third issue refers to the context of these variations, which is usually represented by a set of variables gathered in a context model (i.e., application environment) in which the BP model is used. After considering all these variability aspects, we obtain a configurable process model, which is capable of representing the complete process family. Depending on the approach (i.e., behavioral or structural) followed to build a configurable process model, the latter can either consist of one or several artifacts. While a behavioral approach usually results in a unique artifact integrating the behavior of all family members, a structural approach results into a set of artifacts, which separately represent different aspects of the process family (e.g., process family variations and commonalities, and process variant context). Despite these differences, configurable process models—irrespective of the approach used—allow eliminating redundancies by representing variant commonalities only once. Further, they allow fostering model reuse, i.e., variant particularities can be shared among multiple variants. After having created the configurable process model, it must be verified, i.e., it must be ensured that all derivable variants are syntactically correct. Additionally, the configurable process model must be validated, i.e., it must be ensured that the BPs are properly reflected by the model.

**Configuration phase.** First, based on the current context conditions, an individualization process is performed to derive a particular process variant model from the configurable process model [38]. Second, according to the chosen enactment system, the derived process variant model is transformed such that it can be deployed on this system [20].

**Enactment phase.** This phase encompasses the actual enactment time of process variant instances. This implies guaranteeing that process variants are executed according to the specification of the configured process vari-
ant model. Moreover, this phase may comprise configuration decisions that can only be made during enactment time. In this phase, monitoring techniques are indispensable to provide accurate information about the current context. In addition, in response to context changes during the execution of process variant instances [67], their dynamic re-configuration may become necessary to allow switching from one variant to another [2]. Unlike ad-hoc changes (i.e., unplanned changes), re-configuration options are already known and specified in the configurable process model during the Analysis & Design phase. However, like build-time configuration, syntactical as well as semantic correctness of process variants must be ensured after dynamic re-configuration [7, 26].

Diagnosis phase. In this phase, information gathered during the Configuration and Enactment phases (e.g., configuration settings made at configuration time and enactment time respectively) is analyzed to improve the process family and its implementation.

Evolution phase. Finally, during this phase new requirements as well as identified improvement opportunities lead to the evolution of the process family (e.g., by adding new family members). In this case, the configurable process model as well as the associated context model are evolved.

Along the description of these lifecycle phases, we have already presented some important concepts specific to BP variability. These concepts include configurable process model, variation point, context, process family, process variant, and process variant instance. Figure 5 depicts how these concepts relate to each other as well as the procedures that allow moving from the definition of a process family to an executable process variant instance.

3. Research method

The goal of this paper is to provide a framework for assessing the ability of a PAIS to effectively deal with BP variability. The framework shall not only allow PAISs engineers to assess the expressiveness of different variability proposals, by means of a set of language requirements, but also ensure that large process families can be appropriately modeled, verified, validated, configured, analyzed, refactored, and evolved through a set of variability support features. Moreover, the framework must ensure that process variants can be effectively executed, monitored, and dynamically re-configured if required.
This section presents the research method we employed for developing the BP variability framework.

3.1. Identification of Language Requirements

We first describe the selection criteria for our language requirements, the procedure we apply for their identification, and the data sources they are based on.

Selection Criteria. To ensure that the language requirements are not specific to a particular domain, case studies from different domains with varying level of complexity were selected. Requirements elicitation was not based on case studies solely, but complemented by a thorough literature review considering both existing research on software product lines and variability in the context of BPs [14].

Language Requirements Identification Procedure. Our goal was to identify a set of language requirements for effectively modeling large process
families by explicitly capturing variability in a configurable process model. Since variability is not restricted to one perspective (e.g., behavioral), these requirements should be general enough to cover variability in any perspective [40]. Moreover, they should be independent of any specific proposal or language for modeling BP variability as well as constitute an extension of existing BP modeling languages (e.g., BPMN [12], EPC [1], or YAWL [4]). The derivation of language requirements was then performed as an iterative search process according to the information systems research framework by Hevner et al. [29]. Language requirements were iteratively refined after evaluating them based on case studies others than the ones used for gathering the initial requirements. This process finally led to the language requirements presented in Section 4.1.

Sources of Data and Data Collection. As source of the language requirements, we consider several case studies we performed in the context of various research projects. One of our data sources includes the airport check-in process (see Section 1). This process comprises hundreds of variants and shows variability in respect to all process perspectives (see Section 2.1). As another major data source, we use the process family for handling medical examinations described in [45], which encompasses 90 process variants. In addition, we consider the process for vehicle repair and maintenance with around 900 variants exist [27]. Additional case studies include processes related to goods and service provisioning in a public administration in Spain with 8 process variants [10]. As well as case studies described in literature (e.g., music and sound editing process [35]).

3.2. Identification of Variability Support Features

We now describe the selection criteria for variability support features, the procedure used for identifying them, and the data sources they are based on. While the language requirements cover the expressive power needed to explicitly represent BP variability, variability support features constitute typical functionalities offered by PAIS-enabling technologies to handle variability effectively throughout the entire BP lifecycle.

Selection Criteria. In our framework we only consider those features specific to the handling of process variants. As such, they are complementary to features commonly provided by existing BP repositories (e.g., similarity search [16, 50], model merging [39, 19], or reference architecture [75]) and process change frameworks (e.g., support for ad-hoc changes, support for process schema evolution, and process instance migration) [71].
Feature Identification Procedure. To identify fundamental variability support features we have analyzed proposals in respect to their functionality supporting BP variability. As a consequence, the proposed variability support features are of descriptive, rather than prescriptive nature and present an overview of the functionality provided by existing technologies.

Sources of Data and Data Collection. Existing proposals (e.g., [56, 63, 27, 8]), which have been specifically designed to support the management of BP variants, serve as data sources for identifying the variability support features. For describing respective PAISs, we conducted a thorough literature study.

4. Evaluation Framework

This section presents our evaluation framework for BP variability. On the one hand, it provides a set of language requirements needed to explicitly represent variability in a BP model and to assess the expressiveness of different proposals dealing with BP variability. On the other hand, it provides a set of variability support features required to enable variability along the entire BP lifecycle.

4.1. Language Requirements

As described in Section 2.2, a process family may be represented following either a behavioral or a structural approach. Based on the variability requirements identified in our case studies, in addition to the standard constructs, a process modeling language should provide the following language constructs to explicitly represent variability and to allow for the construction of configurable process models:

- **Language Requirement LR1 (Variation Point).** A variation point is defined as a precise position within a configurable process model that enables different choices depending on the current context or situation.

Example 7 (Variation point). Regarding the check-in process, depending on the type of ticket (e.g., economy or business class), the airline offers the possibility of changing the seat assignments.
• **Language Requirement LR2 (Alternative Process Element; APE).** An APE is defined as a particular option that may be instantiated at a specific variation point and may refer to any modeling element such as activities and their control flow, resources, data, events, or operations.

Example 8 (Alternative process elements). Several alternatives exist for the check-in process. For example, related to the behavioral perspective, business class passengers may alternatively accept the automatic seat assignment or change it at their convenience, i.e., *Change seat assignment* is an optional activity. Related to the resource perspective, there are different roles that may perform the *Print boarding card* activity: the passenger herself via the web system, the self-servicing machines, or the airline personnel at the economy or business class counters. Alternatives regarding the data perspective are related to different types of boarding cards (e.g., electronic versus paper-based). Alternatives regarding the time perspective can be found in the context of the start event of the check-in process, since the availability of the check-in process may vary from several days to a few hours before departure. Finally, alternatives regarding the operational perspective exist, since there are different implementations of the *Assign seat* activity (depending on whether the activity is performed at the self-servicing machine, online, or at the counter).

• **Language Requirement LR3 (Alternative process element context).** An alternative process element context is defined by a subset of process variables whose values make a particular APE to become instantiated for a variation point.

Example 9 (Alternative process element context). The *Pay excess fee* activity is only executed if the passenger carries an overweight luggage. If so, the overweight variable constitutes this context. Similarly, the *Assign seat* activity can only be performed if the customer holds a business class ticket.
• **Language Requirement LR4 (Alternative process element relationships).** An alternative process element relationship is defined as a constraint of use between two or more APEs. These constraints are defined based on semantic relationships to ensure the proper use of the involved APEs within a specific context.

Example 10 (Alternative process element relationship). An electronic boarding card can only be obtained when using the web system. This implies the definition of an inclusion relationship between the web system role and the electronic boarding card object as well as an exclusion relationships between the self-servicing machine, the economy/business class counters, and the electronic boarding card object.

• **Language Requirement LR5 (Variation point resolution time).** This requirement should allow modelers to distinguish between variation points whose resolution depends on the initial context (configuration time) or on the current context of a process instance (enactment time).

Example 11 (Variation point resolution time). The online check-in may be configured at configuration time by selecting the variants referring to the web system role. Nevertheless, other activities related to the luggage (i.e., Pay excess fee) will be only known when the passenger places the luggage at the desk scales. In this case, decisions regarding the APE to select are postponed until enactment time.

4.2. Variability Support Features

So far, we have introduced a set of fundamental language requirements for coping with BP variability needs. However, assessing expressiveness is not sufficient when comparing different proposals regarding their ability to deal with BP variability. In addition, variability support features need to be taken into account to evaluate the practical applicability of a particular proposal. This section introduces respective variability support features and discusses them along the BP lifecycle (see Section 2).
4.2.1. **Phase I: Analysis & Design**

In the *Analysis & Design* phase an entire process family is designed, validated and verified in terms of a particular approach (i.e., behavioral or structural); this process family should be described considering the previously presented language requirements such that variants can be clearly identified within the configurable process model.

- **Feature F1.1 (Creating a configurable process model).** Sophisticated tool support is needed for creating a configurable process model. It requires considering all language requirements introduced in Section 4.1 and providing appropriate tool support for them. Since process models are better understood when presented graphically, in addition components like graphical editors, navigation facilities, or visualization features are needed to facilitate the creation of such models.

- **Feature F1.2 (Verifying a configurable process model and its related process family).** Efficient techniques to ensure that a configurable process model is correct should be provided, i.e., it must be guaranteed that only syntactically correct and sound (e.g., absence of deadlocks) process variants may be configured out of the configurable process model.

- **Feature F1.3 (Validating a configurable process model).** Techniques are needed to validate the semantic correctness of a configurable process model, i.e., avoiding incorrect domain representations of the process variants.

4.2.2. **Phase II. Configuration**

The goal of the *Configuration* phase is to derive an executable process model (i.e., a particular member of the process family) from the configurable process model through individualization and to deploy it on the enactment system. In this phase, domain experts should be supported in specifying the concrete application context and in deriving process variant fitting to the given context. Finally, configuration settings should be logged to allow for later mining.

- **Feature F2.1 (Configuring a process variant out of a configurable process model).** Tools should provide sophisticated user interfaces and techniques to select the current application context and to
derive one correct and valid process variant for it. On the one hand, automated support for checking the correctness and compliance of the configured process variant with the (alternative) process element relationships is required [6]. For example, Requires/Excludes constraints may enforce/exclude process fragments at a specific variation point. Users should be prevented (e.g., by informing or forbidding) from deriving invalid configuration settings. On the other hand, techniques enabling a high level of abstraction (e.g., form-based or context-driven configuration) should be provided for setting the current application context and hence for configuring a particular process variant. The resulted process variant should be graphically displayed to users.

- **Feature F2.2 (Logging configuration settings).** Configuration decisions should be logged to enable traceability and learning.

- **Feature F2.3 (Deploying a process variant).** Tool support is needed for transforming the obtained process variant into an executable model ready to be deployed. This support is dependent on the deployment technology and may involve, for instance, implementing the services that operationalize a process activity.

### 4.2.3. Phase III. Enactment

The *Enactment* phase requires support for run-time configuration, monitoring, and dynamic re-configuration of process variants. Based on the process variants deployed on the enactment system, new process instances can be configured, executed, and monitored. Furthermore, dynamic re-configurations (i.e., switching from one process variant to another) should be supported in a controlled and robust manner, e.g., enabling automatic reconfigurations when contextual changes occur. Note that this differs from ad-hoc changes known from adaptive PAISs [58], which constitute unplanned changes, instead of pre-specified ones.

- **Feature F3.1 (Configuring a process variant at enactment time).** Since certain configuration decisions can only be made during enactment time, tool support for configuring process variants at enactment time is needed.
Example 12 (Configuring a process variants at enactment time). Whether a passenger carries overweight luggage only becomes known once she arrives at the counter. Hence, the selection of the Pay extra fee activity can only be performed while enacting an instance of the process variant.

- Feature F3.2 (Monitoring the execution of the instances of a process variant). Tool support is needed for monitoring the context related to the execution of a collection of instances of a process variant (e.g., to discover contextual changes).

- Feature F3.3 (Re-configuring an instance of a process variant during enactment time). For a particular instance, it should be possible to dynamically switch its execution from the current process variant model to another one at enactment time. Respective reconfigurations may become necessary when contextual changes occur during enactment time.

Example 13 (Re-configuring an instance of a process variant during enactment time). Regarding the check-in process, changes of the passenger status might require variant switches. Consider, for example, a passenger not having entered her frequent flying number when buying the ticket and therefore being initially treated as a regular customer. When providing the frequent flying number a switch to the appropriate process variant should be performed.

4.2.4. Phase IV. Diagnosis

In the Diagnosis phase, support for the mining of configured process variants is required to learn from the configuration settings chosen at both design and enactment time.

- Feature F4 (Optimizing process variant models). Support for optimizing process variant models is needed [69]. This includes support for identifying process variants that were never configured or deployed
In turn, this might trigger the evolution of the configurable process model, but also allow discovering frequently applied configuration steps that might be lifted to the configurable process model to reduce future configuration effort [45].

4.2.5. **Phase V. Evolution**

The *Evolution* phase is concerned with the evolution of a configurable process model to address changing requirements (e.g., need for the adoption of new variants different from the initial ones), increase its quality (e.g., improving model comprehensibility), or optimize its use (i.e., decreasing future configuration efforts).

**• Feature F5.1 (Evolving the schema of a configurable process model).** Configurable process models may have to be evolved to meet emerging needs and contextual changes. Among others, support is required for:

- correctly evolving the schema of a configurable process model, e.g., by adding/removing variants,
- maintaining the different schema versions of a configurable process model and to cope with their co-existences, and
- propagating changes of the configurable process model to all configured process variants and—if desired—to running instances of the process variants as well.

**Example 14 (Evolving the schema of a configurable process model).** Regarding the check-in process, some airlines may want to provide new support for mobile phone boarding cards, which will require the addition of new variants.

**• Feature F5.2 (Refactoring a configurable process model).** Refactoring support is needed for improving the quality of a configurable process model by altering its schema, but without changing its behavior; i.e., the same process family can be produced on both the old configuration model and the refactored one [73].

In this section, we evaluate selected proposals regarding their support for BP variability. Section 5.1 describes our evaluation methodology. Evaluation results for language requirements are described in Section 5.2, while the evaluation of variability support features is discussed in Section 5.3. A summary of these results is provided in Section 5.4.

5.1. Evaluation Procedure

Definition of Evaluation Goal. The goal of our evaluation is to measure how well current proposals cope with BP variability regarding all BP perspectives and all phases of the BP lifecycle.

Selection of Evaluation Objects. As evaluation objects we choose PAIS-enabling technologies which have been developed with the aim to explicitly support BP variability. Based on a thorough literature review a list of candidate evaluation objects has been created. To be included in our evaluation we require the existence of a proof-of-concept implementation. As a result, we have included the following five proposals: PESOA [56], C-EPC [63], Provop [27], Rule representation and processing [34], and Worklets [8].

Definition of Evaluation Criteria and Metrics. As evaluation criteria we consider the five language requirements (see Section 4.1) and the twelve variability support features (see Section 4.2) defined by our evaluation framework. We measure the ability of the selected PAISs to deal with variability as the level of support for the described evaluation criteria. For each evaluation criterion we differentiate between no support [-], partial support [+/-], and full support [+]. However, for Language Requirement 2 (i.e., alternative process elements), we use letters to indicate whether the proposal supports the behavioral (B), functional (F), organizational (O), temporal (T), and operational (Op) perspective (e.g., [F, B]).

Analyzing the Evaluation Objects along the Evaluation Criteria. Our evaluation is based on a comprehensive literature study. Moreover, the check-in example is modeled for every proposal.

5.2. Evaluation Results for Language Requirements

For each of the five proposals, we provide evaluation results for the language requirements defined in Section 4.1.
5.2.1. **PESOA**

PESOA [56] provides a proposal for the development and customization of families of process-oriented software. According to PESOA, a configurable process model is represented by one artifact, which contains variation points (LR1 [+]). They are described by attaching annotations to the activities for which variability may occur. For this, strategies like encapsulation, inheritance, design patterns, and extension points are used. These strategies only refer to the behavioral and functional perspectives (LR2 [F, B]). The context of the control flow alternatives is partially defined since it is specified in terms of features attached to the activities instead of process variables (LR3 [+/-]). Relationships between the alternatives of different variation points are not considered (LR4 [-]) and it is not possible to distinguish whether a variation point is resolved at design time or at enactment time (LR5 [-]).

**Example 15 (Check-in process modeled in PESOA).** Figure 6 depicts a configurable process model dealing with the check-in process developed with PESOA. It includes the related feature model, which contains the features associated to the alternatives. Commonalities are highlighted in grey, while variation points are shown in white. For example, Figure 6 comprises three optional activities (e.g., Change seat assignment, Provide information about accommodation, and Pay extra fee), which are modeled as extension points. Moreover, an inheritance strategy is defined to represent the alternatives for activity Assign seat. Attached to the definition of each alternative, context conditions (i.e., features) can be found that make the alternative be selected. For example, activity Change seat assignment is only available for business class passengers. Since variability regarding organizational (i.e., resources) and informational (i.e., data flow) perspectives is not supported, their variations are not shown in Figure 6. Process variants can be derived by selecting features in the associated features model. For example, through the colored features, Variant 1 from Figure 1 is obtained (see the bottom of Figure 6).

5.2.2. **Configurable Event-driven Process Chain (C-EPC)**

Configurable EPC [63, 21] is an extension of EPC (Event-driven Process Chain) to model variability in reference process models. A configurable process model is represented by a single model gathering the whole process
Figure 6: Configurable Process Model for the Check-in Process developed with PESOA

family. The configurable functions (i.e., activities) and connectors allow identifying the variation points in the model (LR1 [+]). The support originally provided to the functional and behavioral perspectives was extended by [35] to the organizational and informational ones (LR2 [F, B, O, I]). The conditions that instantiate an alternative process element are included in the configuration requirements and guidelines constructs (LR3 [+]). These conditions are defined as context variables that determine whether or not the requirement shall be applied. Using C-EPCs, it is not possible to explicitly define relationships between alternative process elements. Instead, configuration requirements define relationships between functions and connectors along the entire model. The fact that these requirements are scattered
throughout the model hinders comprehensibility for modelers (LR4 \[+/-\]). The C-EPC proposal has been designed to support configuration prior to model deployment, but it does not consider dynamic run-time configuration. It is hence not possible to express when variation points are resolved (LR5 [-]).

Example 16 (Check-in process modeled with C-EPC). The left side of Figure 7 illustrates a configurable process model in C-EPC notation. This figure shows several configurable functions (e.g., Change seat assignment, Provide information about accommodation, and Pay extra fee), which all constitute optional activities (variability regarding the functional perspective). Moreover, the model comprises one configurable XOR connector, which relates to the behavioral perspective and whose configuration involves selecting just one of the alternative branches. As illustrated in Figure 7, configuration requirements are annotated to configurable nodes, defining the context conditions. For example, Requirement 1 states that, when the check-in type is online or at the self-service machine, activity Assign seat is selected automatically; otherwise the activity is perform manually (see Requirement 2). Similarly, context conditions for the configurable nodes are defined (see Requirements 3 to 5). The model also comprises alternatives regarding the organizational and informational perspective. These alternatives are defined by configurable OR connectors associated to the roles and objects. For example, the Identify passenger activity can be performed by the web system, the airline personnel, or the self-servicing machine. In the same line, the boarding card can either be electronic or paper-based. In turn, the right part of the figure shows Variant 1 from Figure 1 after its configuration. This configuration is performed selecting the correct alternative for each configurable node.

Aligned with C-EPC, other configuring proposals such as C-YAWL (based on hiding and blocking) [5] and Feature-EPC (based on feature models) are worth mentioning [70].

5.2.3. Provop

Provop [27] is a structural proposal for managing large collections of process variants during the BP lifecycle which includes design and enactment
time activities. A **configurable process model** consists of several artifacts like a **base process** and a set of **variant-specific adjustments**, which can be expressed based on well-defined, high-level change operations (INSERT, DELETE, and MOVE process fragments and MODIFY process attributes [61]). Furthermore, multiple **change operations** may be grouped into so-called **change options** to allow for more complex adjustments. Thus, a specific process variant is determined by applying one or more of these **change options** to the base process. As opposed to C-EPCs, this means that the base process does not need to capture all possible behavior. This is only one alternative for designing this configurable base process. Others are to capture only common behavior or most frequent behavior in the base process, while expressing variability-specific adjustments with **change options**.

Variation points are represented by means of **adjustment points** (LR1 [+]). Alternative process elements can only be defined when talking about control flow options (i.e., behavioral and functional perspective) (LR2 [F, B]). The
context conditions that make an alternative process element be instantiated are defined in terms of the context variables comprising a name, description, value range, and mode (static or dynamic depending on whether their value may change during enactment time or not) (LR3 [+]). It is possible to define relationships such as implication, mutual exclusion, application order, hierarchy, and at-most-n-out-of-m-options between the alternative process elements (LR4 [+] [23]). Since dynamic enactment time configuration is not supported and therefore all configurations are done at design time, it is not possible to explicitly represent the variation point resolution time (LR5 [-]).

Example 17 (Check-in process modeled with Provop). Figure 8 illustrates the Provop proposal for dealing with the check-in process. At the top part of the figure, the base process model from which the process variants can be derived is depicted. Note that this base process model contains several adjustment points (delimited by black diamonds) to which change options and their change operations may refer. The change options applicable to this base process model are shown at the bottom of the figure. For example, Option 1 specifies that, if the check-in is done at the counter, activity Assign seat is automatically replaced (by performing delete and insert change operations) by a manual seat assignment. Variant 1 of Figure 1 is obtained after applying Option 4.

5.2.4. Rule Representation and Processing

Rule representation and processing [34] is based on the idea of configuring variants through a set of business rules. These rules are applied to a generic template, which constitutes a default configuration that is modified according to context changes. However, variation points cannot be identified in the template since they are not marked in a specific manner to distinguish the exact places being subject to variations (LR1 [-]). Alternatives are described through a set of business rules, whose application leads to the execution of a set of change operations (e.g., insert or delete activity). These change operations, when applied to the basic process template, lead to a specific process variant. In addition to control flow, alternatives may also refer to the organizational and informational perspectives (LR2 [F, B, O, I]). Using this proposal, it is easily possible to identify the context related to an alternative process variant (LR3 [+]); the context is represented by context variables.
Identify passenger
Assign seat automatically
Change seat assignment
Provide information about accommodation
Print boarding pass
Drop off regular luggage
Pay excess fee
Boarding Card

Base model

Change options

Variant 1 (check-in_type="ONLINE", ticket_class="BUSINESS", flight_destination="USA") obtained after applying Option 4

Figure 8: Configurable Process Model for the Check-in Process developed with Provop

It is not possible to define relationships between the alternative process elements (LR4 [-]). Moreover, it is not possible to distinguish whether variation points are resolved or alternatives are selected at design time or at enactment time (LR5 [-]).

Example 18 (Check-in process modeled with Rule representation and processing). Figure 9 shows a configurable process model dealing with the check-in process modeled using the rules representation and processing proposal. The figure illustrates the most common activities (i.e., basic template), the roles (in brackets) that perform them, the control flow relationships, and the data objects for the check-in process. The figure also shows an example rule set that may be applied to the template. For example, Rule R1 specifies that for economy class passengers, activity Change seat assignment is deleted. In turn, Rule 4 specifies that if the check-in is done at the counter, Assign seat automatically is replaced by Assign seat manually.
Basic template

- Identify passenger (Web system)
- Assign seat automatically (Web system)
- Change seat assignment (Web system)
- Print boarding pass (Web system)
- Drop off regular luggage (Business class counter)
- Pay excess fee (Excess baggage counter)

Electronic Boarding Card

Rules

Control flow related
R1: ticket.class = "ECONOMY", \( \Rightarrow \) delete(T3)
R2: flight_destination = USA, \( \Rightarrow \) insert("Provide information about accommodation", Safter, T3)
R3: luggage.overweight = "FALSE", \( \Rightarrow \) delete(T6)

Resource related
R5: check-in.type = "COUNTER", \( \Rightarrow \) role(T1, economy class counter)
R6: check-in.type = "COUNTER", \( \Rightarrow \) role(T2, economy class counter)
R7: check-in.type = "COUNTER", \( \Rightarrow \) role(T4, economy class counter)
R8: check-in.type = "COUNTER", \( \Rightarrow \) role(T5, economy class counter)

Data related
R9: check-in.type = "COUNTER", \( \Rightarrow \) data-out(T4, "Paper boarding card")
R10: check-in.type = "SELF-SERVING MACHINE", \( \Rightarrow \) data-out(T4, "Paper boarding card")

Complex Rules
R4: check-in.type = "COUNTER", \( \Rightarrow \) delete(T2) AND insert("Assign seat manually", Safter, T1)
R11: check-in.type = "SELF-SERVING MACHINE", \( \Rightarrow \) role(T1, "Self-servicing machine") AND role(T2, "Self-servicing machine") AND role(T4, "Self-servicing machine") AND role(T5, "Self-economy class counter")

Variant 1 (check-in_type="ONLINE", ticket_class="BUSINESS", flight_destination="USA") obtained after applying R3

Figure 9: Configurable Process Model for the Check-in Process developed with the Rule Representation Proposal

5.2.5. Worklets

Worklets [8] is a proposal for handling exceptions at enactment time through dynamic reconfiguration. A worklet is defined as “a small, complete and re-usable workflow specification which handles one specific task in a composite parent process when an exception in it occurs”. Even though this proposal was not conceived to provide BP variability support as such, its re-configuration support justifies its inclusion in our evaluation.

Variation points are not explicitly marked when using the Worklets proposal. However, every activity from the base process model (i.e., default process variant model) that is associated with a repertoire of worklets can
be considered as a variation point (LR1 [+/−]). These repertoires comprise the worklets for the associated variation point. Alternative process elements can be single activities, but also entire sub-processes. Therefore, variability therefore relates to both the functional and behavioral perspective (LR2 [F, B]). The conditions that determine the selection of a particular alternative during enactment time are represented by means of Ripple Down Rule (RDR) trees that are associated to activities from the base model. The evaluation of these conditions will determine the selection of the appropriate alternative based on the current context (LR3 [+]). Nevertheless, it is not possible to define relationships between alternative process elements (LR4 [−]). Since the Worklets proposal focuses on handling exceptions at enactment time through dynamic re-configuration, all configuration decisions are made during enactment time. Nevertheless, the model does not contain any particular mark to make this situation explicit (LR5 [−]).

Example 19 (Check-in process modeled with Worklets). Figure 10 illustrates the Worklets proposal when dealing with the check-in process. It depicts the default check-in process (defined in YAWL) as well as the repertoire of alternatives for the activities (i.e., Assign seat, Provide additional information, Change seat assignment, and Pay extra fee). In addition, the RDR trees are depicted to determine the context for selecting the appropriate alternative. For this, the RDR tree is evaluated starting with the root node, which always evaluates to true. As the next step, context condition check-in_type=COUNTER, for instance, is evaluated. If this condition is satisfied, the true branch is taken and the worklet Assign seat automatically is selected. Otherwise, Assign seat manually worklet is executed.

5.3. Evaluation Results for Variability Support Features

In the following, for each selected variability proposal, we provide evaluation results for the variability support features defined in Section 4.2.

5.3.1. PESOA

PESOA has been realized as Eclipse plug-in that supports the creation of a configurable process model (F1.1 [+]). Concretely, the graphical editor provides support for representing variation points including alternative process elements, but also support for describing the context model. This
is accomplished by means of feature diagrams, i.e., each process variant is tagged with features, determining the conditions under which this variant is valid. However, neither verification nor validation support is provided (F1.2 [-], F1.3 [-]). The configuration of process models is supported by feature diagrams, i.e., for each disabled feature, corresponding variable parts are removed from the process variant model. The usage of feature diagrams allows for configuring process variants at a high level of abstraction. In addition, resulting process variants can be displayed to users. However, semantic and contextual constraints between variable parts are not considered in the configuration phase. As a consequence, no support is available to inform users about constraint violations (F2.1 [-]). PESOA focuses on the modeling as well as configuration of BP variants. Therefore, features related to the deployment, execution, mining, and evolution of process variants are not taken into account (F2.2 - F5.2 [-]).

5.3.2. Configurable Event-driven Process Chain (C-EPC)

The C-EPC proposal has been implemented as a toolset named Synergia [47]. It supports the creation of a configurable process model using a graphical editor. Moreover, it allows defining the context of a configurable process model using configuration requirements and guidelines (F1.1 [+]). Moreover, the Synergia toolset implements a mapper tool that can be used to verify the construction of the configurable process model [36] (F1.2 [+]). In addition,
it is possible to validate configured process models using C-EPC Validator [48] (F1.3 [+]).

The configuration of process variants through domain experts is supported using a questionnaire-based approach, implemented by the Quaestio tool [36]. By answering a set of questions, domain experts are assisted and guided when configuring the configurable process model [37]. Questions are asked in such a way that semantic and contextual constraints are always respected and no inconsistent choices can be made. After completing the configuration, Synergia allows visualizing the process variant model obtained (F2.1 [+]). Nevertheless, Synergia does not consider configuration logs (F2.2 [-]). In combination with YAWL and its configurable extension (C-YAWL), it is possible to transform a configured C-EPC model into a deployable representation, which can then be executed by a YAWL engine (F2.3 [+]).

Run-time configuration, monitoring, and dynamic re-configuration of a process variant are not supported; once the configuration of an C-EPC model is completed, the deployed process is fixed and cannot be changed anymore (F3.1 [-], F3.2 [-], and F3.3 [-]). In addition, support for optimizing process variant models is not provided (F4 [-]).

Evolution of configurable process models is partially supported (F5.1 [+/-]). While configurable process models can be evolved by adding/removing configurable elements, changing the context, or revising the configuration guidelines, no support is provided for handling different versions or propagating model changes to process variants. Refactoring support is not considered by Synergia (F5.2 [-]).

5.3.3. Provop

The Provop proposal has been implemented as a proof-of-concept prototype based on the ARIS Business Architect tool [57]. The creation of a configurable process model is supported by a graphical editor, which allows creating a base model and specifying the options that will configure it, except for distinguishing when a variation point is solved (i.e., design or enactment time). The prototype also supports the definition of a context model through a set of context variables, which represent one specific dimension of the process context. Moreover, relationships between variants can be defined (F1.1 [+]). The created process models can be verified to ensure their correctness (F1.2 [+]), but no validation support is provided (F1.3 [-]).

The configuration of process variants is also supported by the prototype (F2.1 [+]) [57]. For this, depending on the actual context, respective change
options are applied to the base process model. The proof-of-concept prototype checks whether the defined options violate any constraint defined on the total set of change options available. If it detects such constraint violation, it notifies the process engineer accordingly. After selecting the change options, they are applied to the configurable process model and the result is shown. The proof-of-concept prototype does not maintain configuration logs (F2.2 [-]). Nevertheless, it provides techniques to transform the obtained configuration into an executable model (F2.3 [+]).

Dynamic enactment time configuration is not supported by Provop (F3.1 [-]). On the contrary, dynamic re-configuration of a process variant model based on context changes is supported by including variant branchings in the process model and encapsulating the adjustments of single change options within these variant branches (F3.2 [+]) and F3.3 [+]). The split condition at the variant branching corresponds to the context rule of the change option. Whenever process execution reaches a variant branch, the current context is evaluated: if the split condition evaluates to true the variant branch will be executed, which means that the change options will be applied. Otherwise, the variant branch will be skipped and therefore all adjustments of the change options will be ignored. In case, constraints between different options exist (i.e., two options being mutually exclusive), Provop ensures that these constraints are enforced when dynamically re-configuring processes during enactment time [27].

No support for optimizing process variant models is provided in the proof-of-concept prototype (F4 [-]). Evolution of configurable process models, in turn, is partially supported (F5.1 [+-]). While configurable process models can be evolved, no support is provided for the handling of different versions or the propagation of model changes to process variants. Finally, refactoring support is provided (F5.2 [+]) [25].

5.3.4. Rule Representation and Processing

The Rules representation and processing proposal has been partially implemented as a proof-of-concept prototype. It is based on Java and uses the Drools Rule Language (DRL) to represent the rules. The open source rule engine Drools-expert [49] is used to process rules and resolve conflicts.

It is possible to create a configurable process model using the proof-of-concept prototype (F1.1 [+]). It allows defining a new template as well as the rules that configure the template. The created process models can be verified to ensure their correctness (F1.2 [+]). In particular, the validity checking
component ensures that the resulting change operations can be applied to the process template, while ensuring syntactical correctness. No validation support is provided (F1.3 [-]).

Configuration of process variants is done by applying the rules specified in the configurable process model (F2.1 [+]). When the proof-of-concept prototype detects that a constraint has been violated, it notifies the process engineer about the violation. After configuration, the resulting variant is shown to the modeler. The proof-of-concept prototype provides techniques to support the logging of configuration settings (F2.2 [+]). In addition, the prototype allows transforming the configured model obtained into an executable representation (i.e., BPEL), which then can be deployed to the enactment time system (F2.3 [+]).

Neither run-time configuration (F3.1 [-]) nor re-configuration of a process variant is supported (F3.2 [-] and 3.3 [-]). In the same line, optimization of process variant model is not supported (F4 [-]). Evolution of configurable process models is partially supported (F5.1 [+/-]). While configurable process models can be evolved by adding new rules and changes can be automatically propagated to running process instances, no support for handling different versions is provided. Regarding change propagation, running instances may have to be restarted, continued without change, or migrated to new variants. Finally, no refactoring support is provided (F5.2 [-]).

5.3.5. Worklets

The Worklet proposal has been implemented as a YAWL Custom Service. The creation of configurable process models is possible (F1.1 [+]). The context for selecting a specific alternative can be described by means of the RDR tree (see Section 5.2). Neither verification nor validation support is provided (F1.2 [-] and F1.3 [-]).

Since the Worklets proposal has been developed for enabling run-time flexibility, no support regarding the configuration phase is provided (i.e., all configuration decisions are dynamically made during enactment time) (F2.1 [-] and F2.2 [-]). Process models comprising Worklets (e.g., models specified in terms of YAWL) are executable and can be deployed to a process engine for execution (F2.3 [+]).

Dynamic run-time configuration is not supported by Worklets (F3.1 [-]). On the contrary, using the Worklets proposal, context changes may be considered and process variants be dynamically re-configured (F3.2 [+] and F3.3 [+]). Support for optimizing process variant models is, in turn, not
5.4. Summary of Results

Table 1 summarizes the evaluation regarding the language requirements and their support by each of the proposals. As shown, none of the evaluated proposals accomplishes the whole set of requirements. Most of them allow explicitly defining variation points (LR1) as well as the alternatives that may be instantiated at these points (LR2). Nevertheless, these alternatives mainly refer to some perspectives such as the behavioral or functional perspectives, while neglecting other perspectives. For example, none of the proposals supports the definition of alternatives regarding the temporal perspective (i.e., process events). Every proposal supports the definition of the context conditions for which the alternatives shall be used (LR3). Nevertheless, the definition of relationships between alternatives is mostly neglected (LR4). In addition, none of the proposals provides mechanisms to differentiate the variation point resolution time (LR5) that defines the decisions to be taken before model deployment.

Table 2 summarizes the evaluation regarding variability support features. While the modeling of configurable process models (Phase I) and the configuration of process variants (Phase II) are supported by most of the proposals (F1.1 - F2.3), comprehensive lifecycle support for BP variability has been missing so far. An area not well covered so far is the support of Phase III (Enactment) (F3.1 - F3.3), both in terms of enactment time configuration, and dynamic re-configuration of process variants. In addition, our analysis shows that features related to Phase IV (Diagnosis) are not well supported by any of the evaluated proposals (F4). However, there exist techniques (e.g., [44]), such as the one presented by Günther et al. [22], which can be applied together with the evaluated proposals. Nevertheless, since this combination was not conceived originally by the tools, they have not been included for this evaluation. Finally, regarding the evolution of configurable process models, existing proposals provide basic support, but lack advanced techniques for the controlled change propagation in the configurable process model to
Table 1: Evaluation of the tools regarding their support for language requirements

existing process variants (F5.1). In addition, refactoring support is mostly missing (F5.2).

6. Summary and outlook

This paper has presented a framework for evaluating BP variability support as it can be found in existing proposals. Based on an in-depth analysis of several large process model repositories from various domains, the framework defines both a set of language requirements and variability support features needed for properly dealing with BP variability. While language requirements allow assessing the expressiveness of a BP modeling languages in terms of variability support, variability support features are needed to ensure the practical applicability of these language features and to support the management of variability throughout the entire BP lifecycle.

The paper has applied the proposed framework to several proposals developed in the BPM field, which aim at explicitly supporting BP variability. Our evaluation shows that currently none of these proposals provides a holistic approach for supporting BP variability. In particular, support for handling perspectives other than control flow is currently limited. Another aspect, which has obtained little attention so far, is the support for dynamic configuration and automatic re-configuration of process variants.
This paper has provided an overview of the existing support regarding BP variability as well as existing research gaps. It further has provided means to systematically compare different proposals for BP variability. In this vein, the framework not only helps to understand BP variability along the BP lifecycle, but also supports PAISs engineers in deciding, based on the type of variability required, which proposal fits best their needs.

Similar to process patterns [3] or change patterns [71], the proposed
framework provides a qualitative perspective on different variability propos-
als. Our future work will complement this qualitative perspective with a
series of empirical evaluations regarding non-functional requirements such as
understandability, maintainability, correctness, traceability, and scalability.
By considering these advanced of requirements, we can additionally assess
the quality of the process family provided by the existing proposals from a
quantitative perspective. For conducting the experiments, we plan to use
the Cheetah Experimental Platform [55] which not only allows testing the
outcome of process modeling (i.e., the created process models), but also the
process of process modeling itself.
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